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For coupling lengths ol H-193 hanger rod.
Right-hand threaded. Threads tapered to lock
rods in place.

"H-195 Steel Rod Coupling @
Cat.
No.

H-195-%
H-195-%
H-195-M
H-195-5i

Threads
X-20
3S-16
&-135/i-11

Dimensions (in.)
A B
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Load Rating
(Ibs.)

240
610

1130
1810

Wt.
Ibs./C

2
4
5
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H-260 Swivel Joint

Permits hanger rod to swing freely in any
direction.

Cat.
No.

H-260-A
H-260-B

Dimensions (in.)
A

X-16
X.-13

B
-\%
1/2

c
2%.
3

Load
Rating
1000
1800

Wt.
Ibs./C

28
48

Safety factor of three.
Galv-Krdm finish
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Kintiorf
Finishes

Galv-Krom®

Roll Formed
S Carbon Steel

Electro
^ i- Plated Zinc

Coating

\
ASTM Spec. For Finish: B-633-85

Yellow
Dichromate
Conversion

Coat

The Galv-Kronf Superior
Finish_____________
Galv-Krom is the time-tested and
proved metal finish that provides
Kindorf with an outstanding measure
of product value. It is not a paint—
won't chip or peel. Stands up under
rough handling.

Galv-Krom is a superior galvanized
finish, plus zinc chromate, resulting in
an attractive bronze lustre that needs
no painting for protection or appear-
ance. The finish is smooth, clean and
remarkably tough. When colorizing is
necessary for coding, you'll find Galv-
Krom an excellent bond for the paint of
your choice. The surface does not
require an acid wash preparation and
is non-porous and non-crystalline.

Unlike paint or enamel this surface
also offers a minimum of electrical
resistance so that electrical applica-
tions are easily grounded as required
under most electrical codes.

Galv-Krom protects the steel
against rust and corrosion. Kindorf
channels, fittings and accessories,
including all threaded parts, are Galv-
Krom finish. Channel and fittings with
bolt holes are finished after holes are
punched so that it has complete Galv-
Krom protection.

Galv-Krom is a combination of a .5
mil of electrogalvanizing on steel and
gold zinc chromate. The base zinc
thickness is in compliance with ASTM
B633-85 Type LS coating. Zinc, unlike
organic coatings, is a sacrificial type
plating protecting the base steel from
corrosion even though it is exposed at
cut edges or scratches. The additional
gold zinc chromate film provides a
passivating nonporous barrier against
moisture and other corrosive elements.

Tankl Tank 2 TankS Tank 4 TankS Tank 6 Tank?

"Soak Degreasing"
Chemical solution
removes bulk of oil
and grease buildup.

TankS

"Electro Cleaner"
The metal is nega-
tively charged to
remove minute sur-
face particles.

Tank 9

"Rinse"
Live, clear water
rinse.

Tank 10

"Sulfuric Acid Bath" "Rinse"
Prepares the metal by Live, clear water
etching the surface rinse,
for the zinc applica-
tion.

"Zinc Tank" "Rinse"
Electrically applies Chemically treated
the zinc metal coat- rinse water,
ing.

Tank 11 Tank 12

"Rinse"
Live, clear water
rinse.

"Rinse"
Live, clear water
rinse.

"Chromate Dip"
A yellow dichro-
mate conversion
coat is applied to
the zinc.

"Rinse"
Live, clear water
rinse.

"Dryer"
Forced hot air is
circulated around
the strut until dry.
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H-193 Hanger Rod supports conduit from
C-962-D hanger.
ASTMCIass2

"Threads" are an integral part of erec-
tor systems because nearly everything
hangs by—or is secured by threaded
fasteners. Kindorf threaded hardware
includes continuous rolled-thread
hanger rod, and special and standard
screws and nuts designed with the
necessary holding power to serve the
requirements of framing and hanging
installations.

It is vital that each thread be fully
protected against rust and corrosion
because they are usually exposed to
corrosive atmospheres. Kindorf
threaded hardware and accessories
are completely protected by the same
Galv-Krom finish that protects Kindorf
channel and fittings. Kindorf extra-
quality threads are always:
•Free-running—clean, uniform
•Corrosion resistant—no paint

required
• Burr-free—smooth finish
Trouble-free threaded hardware is an
investment in fast installation and low
maintenance. Free-running threads
are a time saving asset on every job—
saving fingers and tempers, and elimi-
nating delays that result when threads
must be specially treated before use.
Threaded rod is packed in tubes to
prevent damage during shipment.
Kindorf threaded hardware is pro-
duced from high tensile strength car-
bon steel with Unified National Coarse
(U.N.C.) threads. Galv-Krom finish is
standard.
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